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Grinding Mill Production Line of SBM.
SBM is a professional manufacturer of
crushing equipment,concrete crushing, mining
equipment . It is major production include...
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Grinding Mill Production Line
SBM is an international Grinding Mill Production Line and exporter
company. And supply the the best Grinding Mill Production Line,
Grinding Mill Machinery, Grinding Mill Machine. You can learn more
information about the equipment of Grinding Mill Plants.

Contact SBM
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CRUSHING PRODUCT LINE
Highw ay Stone Crushing
Construction Waste Recycling
Dolomite Crushing Process
Quarry Crushing Machine
Stone Crushing Equipment
Rock Crushing Process
Ballast Product Line
Basalt Crushing
Mining Mill Grinder
Mining Equipment
Mining Crusher
Ore Grinder Crushing
Kaolin Mining Process
Quartzite Crushing Machine
Sand Making Plants
Grinding Mill / Grinder
Cement Sandstone Crushing
Sand Production Line
Concrete Crushing
Stone Crushing Machine
Gypsum Mining Equipment
Feldspar Mining
Chrome ore mining
Calcium carbonate crushing
Bauxite ore mining
Perlite Mining Machine
Rare Earth Mine Crushing
Lithium Ore Crushing plant

TEL: 0086-21-58383022
0086-21-58383058
FAX:0086-021-58383058
Email: mill@unisbm.net
MSN: millexpo@hotmail.com
Chat Free: click chat
with sales agent ->>

Grinding Mill Production Line
Grinding Mill Production Line:
Grinding plant consists of mainframe, speed reducer, powder separator, blower, bag filter, pipes, cyclone, motor, etc. The
peripheral equipment is jaw crusher, bucket elevator, feeder, hopper, electric control panel, etc. Break-day grinding Mill can
grind all kinds of non-flammable and non-explosive minerals with Moh’s hardness lower than 9 and humidity less than 6% ，and
is widely used in metallurgy, construction of building materials, chemical industry, mining industry, etc.

Grinding Mill Production Line Working Principle:
Large materials are crushed by Jaw crusher to the needed sizes firstly, then the materials are elevated to storage hopper by
bucket elevator, thirdly, the materials are fed into the grinding chamber for grinding by vibrating feeder evenly and
continuously. The powder after grinding goes upwards together with the airflow, after separated by powder separator, the
powder which can meet the fineness requirement enters into the cyclone powder collector through pipe together with the
airflow, and then is discharged from the discharge valve as final product. The airflow is sucked into centrifugal blower
through wind recycling pipe at the upper part of cyclone powder collector. The mainframe is driven by the speed reducer
through the central axis in the mill. The quincunx stand connects with the upper part of central axis, at the quincunx stand,
rollers are set and by which the vibrating pivot formed. Below the quincunx stand and rollers is shovel system. Materials are
fed into the space between turning rollers and shovels , and then are grinded by the pressure produced by turing rollers,
thus powder is made.

You Maybe Also Interested In :

Stone Crushing Machine: We offer
stone crushing plants that are very
effective in road projects. Designed
and developed as per the international
quality standards...

Concrete Crushing Machine:
Concrete is a composite construction
material composed of cement and other
cement materials such as fly ash and
slag cement...

Mining Equipment: The Mining
Equipment Prospector is a resource
locator of mining equipment from
around the globe, to deal with mineral,
rocks, stones, ore...
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